
27th May 2019 
 

With change comes opportunity, your future is bright. 
 

 
 
 
To all in our Encounter Group Family, 
 
As Winter approaches and the open fires begin to roar, I thought I’d take a moment to reflect on 
where we are up to regarding the Royal Commission.  
 
For many of you the Royal Commission in the Banking & Finance industry is long forgotten but it is 
important to remind you that much has changed in the profession due to this and other legislative 
inputs. This article highlights some of these changes and what we are facing within Encounter 
Group. I will explain the following; 
 

1. Compliance Expectations  
2. Changes to how we do business with you 
3. Protecting Your Super Legislation 

 
As you would expect following a Royal Commission there is always an increased level of scrutiny 
and compliance brought upon the profession. Our profession has not been immune to this scrutiny 
and compliance resulting in a significant adjustment to our obligations as a result of the findings 
brought down by the recent Hayne Royal Commission. 
 
These requirements have been enacted by ASIC and various licensees, such as AMP in our case. 
The outcome is a significant increase in time and effort for your adviser and the staff within our 
business to continue to deliver the best results and fulfil the back-office obligations now demanded 
from us. 
 
As a business, we completed some research on what these changes mean to us and it was 
identified that the additional compliance expectations have more than doubled the time taken to 
complete our advice. This relates to the initial advice we provide as well as the ongoing advice we 
provide our ongoing advice clients. 
 
As you can expect, this brings with it a significant change and we are working on how to continue 
to offer outstanding service and advice and yet minimize the impact on you going forward. 
 



You will find that what we used to be able to do for you now takes much longer and requires more 
paperwork. This is something we apologise for yet find as frustrating as you do however, we are 
going through unprecedented change in our profession and in my 30 years in this great profession 
I have never seen this much change and attention being made to how things are done. 
 
In some cases, the findings and decisions to change may be rightly so, but I am extremely confident 
in my staff and know we have always operated in an ethical and client centric manner.  
 
My expectation of all the staff remains the same, that we will always continue to keep you, our 
client, at the center of all we do and to continue to deliver professional, accurate and effective 
advice in all cases. 
 
Secondly, this additional change to our workload puts considerable pressure on ongoing service 
and advice costs and is an area identified in our review as a need to manage going forward. 
 
We are proud of the fact that we have been able to maintain our ongoing service and advice fees 
for a sustained period and have to date been able to absorb any additional costs by streamlining 
our operations, with continued customer focus. For many of you these ongoing advice fees have 
not changed for up to 5 years, which has been a major benefit to you and a true differentiation of 
our practice over many others. 
 
We are currently conducting a review of how we can maintain our standards, professionalism and 
quality advice with a minimum impact on your costs and, while we obviously cannot continue to 
do the additional work expected of us without adjusting the ongoing service and advice fees, we 
are committed to keeping any increases to a minimum to continue to offer you peace of mind that 
your future is safe and secure. 
 
As part of our review, we have also identified an anomaly that affects all of us in our mission to 
deliver the best service and results and prompts me to make one key request. 
 
We are finding that we have a high level of un-announced client visits looking to meet with our 
advisers without a pre booked appointment. We certainly don’t want to push anyone away and 
welcome you to come to our office as required. We love the fact we can meet and speak with you 
face to face but sometimes we are unable to meet your needs as your adviser is often busy when 
you drop in.  
 
It would help us considerably if you could contact our office before dropping in.  
 
This will allow us to prepare and plan for your appointment and ensure that your adviser is on-site 
and ready to serve your needs. The high-level competence of our administration staff may also be 
able to relieve you from the need for a visit as many of the requests may be able to be solved over 
the phone. 
 
This is particularly important in Murray Bridge on a Thursday or Friday as we do not have any 
administration support in that office on those days since Clare moved away. 
 
The third point I want to make relates to an email or letter you should have received from your 
insurer regarding the cancellation of your insurance if your super fund has been inactive for 16 
months. 
 
This letter is very important as it gives you the option of keeping your cover and avoiding it being 
cancelled without your direction. 
 



If you have already responded to your letter or email then you have made your decision but we 
strongly encourage you to contact our office if you have any questions as the cancellation date on 
the 1st July 2019 is fast approaching and we don’t want any of our ongoing advice clients or policy 
holders negatively impacted by a decision that has been taken out of your hands. 
 
The communication below was sent to me by Rod Finch, Managing Director, Wealth Products and 
Platforms with AMP and explains the process and rationale behind the changes. (A letter or email 
would have been sent by all insurers if your cover is impacted and not with AMP as this change is 
an industry wide change) 
 

 

 

Update on Protecting Your Super 

24 May 2019 

Hi David, 

We recently notified clients impacted by the Protecting Your Super (PYS) legislation about the requirement to make an election if they want to retain 

their existing insurance cover before their account reaches 16 months of continuous inactivity (where no contributions or rollovers have been 

received). 

To comply with the legislative requirements, this letter was sent to all clients with a super account including insurance that was inactive for six 

months or more as at 1 April 2019. It included details of how clients could make an election to retain their insurance. 

For AMP, to align with our practice of issuing two reminders before insurance cancellation, we’ll send certain clients a further inactivity notification in 

early June 2019. This second notice will be sent to clients who have not made any contributions or rollovers for at least 14 months at 1 June 2019. 

Clients with conventional products and those with pending or active claims for Total and Permanent Disability or Temporary Salary Continuance 

benefits will be included in this mailing if they have not already elected to retain their insurance. 

North clients will commence receiving the 9, 12 and 15 month inactivity notices from June. From July, AMP will commence sending clients notices 

when they reach 9, 12 and 15 months of inactivity. 

Why are we contacting clients with conventional products and those on claim? 

In early May 2019 APRA stated that paid up whole of life and endowment products are subject to both the fee cap and the insurance changes. 

For clients on claim, while PYS legislation does not affect the claim, it does not specifically exclude this group from the PYS insurance changes. 

We encourage you to contact clients, particularly those on claim and with conventional products, to help them determine if they should be electing 

to retain their insurance cover. 

Cancellation of insurance and ongoing notification 

Clients with super accounts will need to make their election if they want to retain their insurance, otherwise we’ll cancel their insurance. Clients can 

also make a contribution to make their account active, where eligible, however they’ll receive inactivity notifications should their account become 

inactive again. 

More information regarding the cancellation of insurance and ongoing notification will be provided in coming weeks. 



Kind regards, 

Rod Finch 

Managing Director, Wealth Products and Platforms 

 

 

We are attempting to call as many clients as we can, but we may not be able to speak to everyone 
prior to the cutoff date so please contact us if you have any questions or you have not received a 
letter or email that you think you should have as you fund has not had a super contribution made 
to it in the last 12months. 
 
It is important that you check your mail and emails, including your junk email, to find this 
communication as it may be the difference between having insurance or not. 
 
You need to make your decision without our influence but our position is that you contact us to 
review your insurance needs prior to replying to the letter or email, which may end up with the 
cover being cancelled, kept or altered, if that is what is most appropriate. 
 
We believe that you should have the control over your insurance not a government department as 
many of you have put the insurance in place for specific reasons and don’t want it cancelled.  
 
I appreciate this letter has a lot of detail in it, but we intend to continue well into the future as a 
viable and dynamic advice business serving our clients and communities.  
 
This requires that we remain relevant, contemporary and effective in all we do. 
 
From the feedback we receive and from our ongoing audit and review processes, we know we 
have done a great job supporting our ongoing service and advice clients and we are proud that 
we have also assisted our policy holders on an adhoc basis as they have required help. 
 
We maintain the vision that we will provide great value to our clients, which we have done in the 
past through holding our fees despite continual upward pressure and providing exceptional 
advice. We remain committed to this process and will continue to keep you at the center of all that 
we do. 
 
We look forward to many more years in business providing advice and making a difference to you 
and to the people in the communities in which we work. 
 
Of course should you have any queries please feel free to contact myself at 
dave@encountergroup.com.au or your adviser on 8391 6446 or admin@encountergroup.com.au 
 
Thank you 

 
Dave Schultz 
Director/Principal Adviser 
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